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SUBJECT: Chemistry Conversion and Shut-Down Procedures for the Model 
430A

Alan Culwell, Laura Pierce, and Jeanette Harrison

Introduction Procedural precautions should be observed with the introduction of new chemistries 
for the Model 430A. These precautions are suggested as a means to improve 
reliability of the Model 430A, and to assure the reproducibility of results obtained after 
prolonged storage, infrequent instrument operation, or after reagent conversion 
between chemistries.

Required Supplies Empty bottles for all positions except waste. If old bottles are used, they should be 
thoroughly rinsed with DCM followed by MeOH and allowed to dry.

Reagents DCM, DMF, NMP: Mixed lots are acceptable; no other chemical contamination is 
allowed.

Procedures The start-up/shut-down procedures detail the steps that should be performed for 
machines whose periods of inactivity fall into two general categories. The first 
category is for machines stored for two weeks or less, and the second category is for 
machines stored for two weeks or greater. Slightly different procedures are performed 
in each case. Conversion procedure A should be used in changing the Model 430A 
from one chemistry to another. Only those positions being changed to a different 
reagent require this procedure.



Shut-Down
Procedure

1. Run the TFA bottle change routine. This will leave the line to the bottle back 
flushed and the bottle vented.

2. Remove all chemicals except 4 liter DCM bottles.

3. Wipe all lines with a disposable wipe. Take appropriate safety precautions with TFA 
and all bottle positions.

4. Wash all bottle cap/gasket regions with DCM/MeOH (a squirt bottle is convenient 
for this purpose).

5. Replace all bottle positions with bottles containing DCM (full bottles are not 
required). If bottle 1 presently contains piperidine, it first should be replaced with 
DMF or NMP and two bottle change routines performed before switching to DCM.

6. Run the automated bottle change routine 3 times per bottle. Include any “extra” 
bottles you may be using. Bottle change routines for positions 4, 5, and 10 are 
found under the peptide chemistry editor as incomplete cycles. These cycles are 
named “stdr bc 4” and “stda bc 5”, or “optr bc 4”, “optr bc 5” and “optr bc 10” if the 
machine has received the multiple chemistry upgrade. If the machine has angar 
valves installed for bottles 4 and 5, but has not received the multiple chemistry 
upgrade, insure that functions 51 (bottle 4 pressure) and 52 (bottle 5 pressure) are 
being activated during the bottle change routine. If they are not, activate and 
deactivate them manually at the beginning and end of each bottle change routine. 
Run these cycles in the test mode three times each.

7. (a) For storage or inactivity less than two weeks: DCM may be left on the    
instrument for convenience.

(b) For storage or inactivity greater than two weeks:

8. Empty all waste bottles including auxiliary waste (overflow). Check vent line for 
liquid. If liquid appears in the vent line, detach line and drain or empty trap, if 
installed. Turn off power and unplug instrument.

Note Remember to reboot/reset instrument after long-term storage.

Start-Up Procedure 1. Power instrument up and REMEMBER to reset. Follow standard calibration 
procedures as described in section 5 of the user manual.

2. Run the system self test a minimum of 25 times. Test may be allowed to continue 
overnight.

(i) Remove all bottles.

(ii) Replace all bottle positions with dry, empty bottles.

(iii) Run a bottle change routine in all positions.
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3. Replace all in-line filters.

4. (a) Instruments inactive less than two weeks: Run bottle changes on all positions 
two times with DCM including TFA position.

(b) Instruments stored longer than two weeks: Replace empty bottles with DCM 
filled bottles. Run bottle change routines for all positions two times. Run a mock 
single amino acid synthesis as described below:

5. Do a full bottle change with newly opened bottles for all reagents. If piperidine is 
being installed in position 1, then two bottle change routines with DMF or NMP 
should first be performed, before switching to piperidine.

6. Run bottle change routines on all bottle positions three times, including “extra” 
bottle positions (see step 6 in shut-down procedure).

7. Set A, B, and C regulators according to chemistry specifications.

8. For instrument stored greater than two weeks: Program the instrument to run a 
single amino acid synthesis as previously described in step 4(b).

Conversion
Procedure A

1. Remove and cap bottles in positions to be changed. Those bottle positions not 
needed for a particular chemistry may be left unchanged from the previous 
chemistry. Take appropriate safety precautions with all chemicals.

2. Wipe all lines in converted positions with a disposable wipe.

3. Wash bottle cap/gasket regions in converted positions with a squirt bottle of 
DCM/MeOH.

4. Each position involved in a new chemistry, with the possible exceptions of bottles 1 
and 10, should be replaced with a bottle of DCM (full bottles not required). If bottle 
1 presently contains piperidine, it should first be replaced with DMF or NMP and 
two bottle change routines performed before switching to DCM. Bottle 10 may be 
directly replaced with either DMF or NMP after wiping excess solvent from the 
lines.

(i) Needle assembly (1).

(ii) Reaction vessels to be used (2, top and bottom).

(iii) Resin sampler (2).

(i) Obtain an empty amino acid cartridge.

(ii) Go to peptide sequence editor and enter that amino acid as a single 
residue peptide. Store for future retrieval.

(iii) Install a metering vessel or empty reaction vessel with RV filters in 
place in position “B”.

(iv) Go to the reaction vessel monitor and set up a synthesis in the “B” 
position using the single amino acid sequence previously stored.

(v) Install previously selected amino acid cartridge in the guideway.

(vi) Touch “Begin” to initiate synthesis.

(vii) Watch flows, transfers, and drains. Check for leaks at the new in-line 
filter connections.
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5. Run the automated bottle change routines 3 times for each position changed (see 
step 6 in shut-down procedure).

6. Remove the solvent bottles in the changed positions and replace with appropriate 
chemicals.

7. Repeat step #5 with desired reagents in place.

8. Replace all in-line filters.

9. Set A, B, and C regulators. Remember that B and C regulators are set at higher 
pressures for NMP/HOBT chemistry.

(i) Needle assembly (1).

(ii) Reaction vessels positions to be used (2, top and bottom).

(iii) Resin sampler (1, first filter to reaction collector).
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Amendments to User Bulletin #24: Shutdown Procedure – 430A

January 1992

Page 1 – Reagents

NMP, DCM

Page 2 – Shutdown Procedure

5) Replace all bottle positions with bottles containing DCM (full bottles are 
not required). Replace bottles 1, 3, 5, 7 and 8 with NMP first and perform 
two bottle change routines before switching to DCM.

Page 4 – Conversion Procedure A

4) Each position involved in a new chemistry, with the exception of bottles 1, 
5, 7, 8 and 10, should be replaced with a bottle of DCM (full bottles are 
not required). Bottles 1, 5, 7 and 8 should first be replaced with DMF or 
NMP and two bottle change routines performed before switching to DCM. 
Bottle 10 may be directly replaced with either DMF or NMP after wiping 
excess solvent from the lines
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